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Let N(X) be the set of all equivalent norms on a separable Banach space X,
equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of X. We
show that if X is infinite dimensional, the set of all locally uniformly rotund norms
on X reduces every coanalytic set and, thus, is in particular non-Borel. Dually, we
show the same result for the set of all continuously differentiable norms on X, under
the assumption X* is separable. This provides an analogue to a classical result of
Mazurkiewicz within convex analysis.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
An equivalent norm & }& on a Banach space X is locally uniformly rotund
(in short, LUR) if, whenever x # X and a sequence (xn) in X satisfy
lim
n  +
2(&x&2+&xn &2)&&x+xn&2=0,
one has
lim
n  +
&x&xn &=0.
An equivalent formulation,
1=&x&=&xn&=lim &(x+xn)2&,
implies
lim &x&xn &=0.
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We denote N(X) the set of all equivalent norms on X. This set is topologi-
cally metrizable complete when equipped with the uniform convergence on
bounded subsets of X. Recently, the topological nature of some collections
of norms has been investigated: in [1], the collection of all norms on a
separable space with a basis which is uniformly rotund in every direction
was shown to be coanalytic non-Borel for the EffrosBorel structure, as
well as the set of all weakly-LUR norms (see also [2, 3]). More recently,
the third-named author showed in [8] that the set of all Ga^teaux-smooth
norms reduces any coanalytic subset of a Polish space M through a con-
tinuous function in N(X). This implies of course that this set is coanalytic
complete when N(X) is equipped with the EffrosBorel structure (see, e.g.,
[4, 13] for definition of this latter notion).
The aim of this work is to show that by combining the methods of [8]
with a classical topological theorem due to Hurewicz [7] and its exten-
sions, the LUR case (Theorem 1) and the ‘‘dual LUR’’ case when X* is
separable (Theorem 3) can also be obtained.
A classical result of Mazurkiewicz [12] asserts that the set of all differen-
tiable functions on [0, 1] is coanalytic non-Borel in C([0, 1]). We show
here a similar result for the set of all convex continuously differentiable
functions on an infinite-dimensional Banach space with separable dual (see
Corollary 5). This illustrates the idea that convex functions on infinite-
dimensional Banach spaces and continuous functions on the real line bear
a similar complexity.
The notation we use is classical. We refer to [6] for renorming matters
and to [9] for Hurewicz and Hurewicz-type theorems and for the descrip-
tive set theory notions that we use.
RESULTS
We start with
Theorem 1. Let X be a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space. Let
M be a Polish space, and let A be an analytic subset of M. Then there exists
a continuous map : M  N(X):
(i) if t # A, (t)=& }&t is not strictly convex.
(ii) if t  A, (t)=& }&t is locally uniformly rotund.
Proof. Let Y be a fixed closed hyperplane of X. We write X=YR.
We may and do assume that Y is equipped with a LUR norm _ }_ (see [6,
Theorem II.2.6]). Since Y is infinite dimensional, the Polish space
S=[ y # Y; _y_=1]
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is not a K_-set. Let S be a compactification of S. Since S is Polish, S is a
G$ subset of S , but by the above it is not F_ in S . Hence, by Hurewicz’s
theorem ([7]; see [9, p. 133, Theorem 2]), there exists K/S homeo-
morphic to the Cantor set [0, 1] N such that (K"S) is countable and dense
in K. It follows that F=K & S is a closed subset of S which is homeo-
morphic to N N. We have now
Lemma 2. Let (S, d) be a metric space which contains a closed subset F
homeomorphic to N N, and let A be an analytic subset of a Polish space
(M, d $). Then there is a uniformly continuous map . from (M_S, d+d $) to
[0, 1]:
(i) if t # A, then .(t, y0)=1 for some y0 # F.
(ii) if t # M"A, then .(t, y)<1 for all y # S.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let f: F  A be a continuous map from F onto A.
Let D(t, y) be the distance from (t, y) # M_S to the graph G=
[( f ( y), y); s # F] of f, which is a closed subset of M_S. We let
.(t, y)=1&(D(t, y)1+D(t, y)).
If t0=f ( y0) then .(t0 , y0)=1. Conversely if .(t1 , y1)=1 then D(t1 , y1)=0
and, thus, (t1 , y1) # G and t1=f ( y1). The other properties of . are clear
from the definition. K
We now define a subset R(t) of X as
R(t)=(S_[0]) _ [\(.(t, y) y, 1); y # S]
and we let
K(t)=conv(R(t))
the Minkowski functional of K(t) is denoted | } | t . Finally, we define for all
( y, s) # X
&( y, s)&2t =|( y, s)|
2
t +_y_
2. (1)
Equation (1) clearly defines an equivalent norm & } &t=(t) on X, and the
continuity of : M  N(X) follows from the construction. We check now:
(i) if t # A, & }&t is not strictly convex. Indeed, pick y # F such that
.(t, y)=1. By definition of K(t), we have for all s # [&1, 1]
|( y, s)| t=1.
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Hence for all s # [&1, 1]
&( y, s)&t=- 2
and & }&t is not strictly convex.
(ii) if t  A, then & }&t is LUR. Let xn=( yn , sn) and x=( y, s) in X be
such that
lim 2(&xn&2t +&x&
2
t )&&xn+x&
2
t =0. (2)
By (1) and a standard convexity argument (see [6, Fact II.2.3]) we have
lim 2(_yn_2+_y_2)&_yn+y_2=0 (3)
lim 2( |xn | 2t +|x|
2
t )&|xn+x|
2
t =0. (4)
Since _ }_ is LUR, (3) implies
lim _yn&y_=0.
We may and do assume that lim (sn)=s$ exists. Then lim xn=( y, s$) and
we have to show that s=s$. It follows from (4) that
lim |xn | t=|x| t
and, thus,
|( y, s)| t=|( y, s$)| t (5)
if s=&s$; (5) implies that
|( y, s)| t=|( y, 0)| t . (6)
The map g(s)=|( y, s)| t is convex, even, and increasing for s0. Hence if
(5) holds with s  [&s$, s$], (6) follows. Thus if (5) holds with s{s$, there
exists s>0 such that (6) holds. Let us check that this leads to a contradic-
tion.
Without loss of generality, we may and do assume that 0<s<1 and
|( y, 0)| t=|( y, s)| t=1.
Since | } | t is the Minkowski functional of K(t), there exist ( yn) in Y with
_yn _1 and zn # conv[.(t, y) y; y # S]:
( y, s)=lim[(1&s)( yn , 0)+s(zn , 1)]
and, therefore,
y=lim(1&s) yn+s \ :
Mn
j=1
*nj .(t, z
n
j ) z
n
j .+ (7)
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with *nj >0, j *
n
j =1, and _z
n
j _=1. Since _y_=|( y, 0)| t=1 and _ }_ is
LUR, (7) implies the existence of j(n):
lim
n
_y&.(t, znj(n)) z
n
j(n)_=0. (8)
Since .(t, z) # [0, 1] for all z # S, (8) implies that
lim
n
.(t, znj(n))=1
and
lim
n
_y&znj(n)_=0,
but since . is continuous, this implies .(t, y)=1, contradicting the fact
that .(t, } ) fails to attain the value 1 since t  A. K
We now address the dual situation.
Theorem 3. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space such that X*
(resp. X) is separable. Let M be a Polish space, and let A be an analytic
subset of M. Then there exists a continuous 4: M  N(X):
(i) If t # A, then 4(t)=& }&t is not Ga^teaux-smooth.
(ii) If t  A, then the dual norm 4(t)*=& }&t* is locally uniformly
rotund (resp. strictly convex).
Before proceeding to the proof let us observe that in case (i), 4(t)* is not
strictly convex, while in case (ii), the norm 4(t) is Fre chet-smooth (resp.
Ga^teaux-smooth) (see [6, Chap. 2]).
Proof. We fix as before a closed hyperplane Y of X. We write
X=YR and X*=Y*R. we may and do assume that Y is equipped
with a LUR norm _ }_ whose dual norm _ }_* is also LUR (resp. strictly
convex) (see [6, Corollary II.4.3]). We denote BY*=[ f # Y*, _ f _*1]
and
NA1=[ f # Y*; _ f _*=1=f ( y)=_y_ for some y # Y]
and we prove for completeness the following.
Claim 4 [5]. Since the norm _ }_ is LUR, the set NA1 is G$ in
(BY* , w*).
Indeed, since _ }_ is in particular strictly convex, there is for any f # NA1
a unique _( f ) # Y with __( f )_=1=( f, _( f )). The map _: (NA1 , w*) 
(Y, & }&) is continuous since
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w*-lim( fn)=f O lim( fn , _( f ))=1
O lim( fn , _( fn)+_( f )) =2
O lim __( fn)+_( f )_=2
O lim __( fn)&_( f )_=0
since _ }_ is LUR. If we let now
On=. [Vw*&open in BY*; _ }_&diam(_(V & NA1))<n&1]
it is easily checked that NA1=n1 On .
Returning to the proof of Theorem 3 and letting
B=[ f # Y*; _ f _*<1],
we claim that there is no F_ subset C of (BY* , w*) with NA1 C and
C & B=<. Indeed, such a C would be meager since B *=BY* , but (since
dim Y=) NA1 is residual in BY* by Claim 4 and NA1 C contradicts
Baire’s lemma.
A refinement of Hurewicz’s theorem ([10]; see [11; 9], p. 133,
Theorem 3]) provides a subset K of (NA1 _ B) w*-homeomorphic to
[0, 1]N and such that (K & B) is countable and w*-dense in K. It follows
that F*=K & NA1 is w*-homeomorphic to NN and w*-closed in the unit
sphere SY* of Y*.
We now apply Lemma 2 to S=F=(F*, d*), where d* is the restriction
to F* of a distance on BY* which defines the w*-topology. Lemma 2
provides a uniformly continuous function .*: M_F*  [0, 1]:
(i) If t # A, there is f0 # F* such that .*(t, f0)=1.
(ii) If t  A, .*(t, f )<1 for all f # F*.
We observe now that, since .* is (d+d*)-uniformly continuous on
(M_F*), it has a unique uniformly continuous extension 8* to the
completion (M_K) of (M_F*). If we let
8*(t, f )=%t*( f ) # [0, 1]
then the map t  %t* is continuous from M to C(K) and t # A if and only
if there is f0 # F* such that %f*( f0)=1.
We define a w*-compact subset R*(t) of X* by
R*(t)=(BY*_[0]) _ [\(%t*( f ) f, 1): f # K]
and
K*(t)=conv*(R*(t)).
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Clearly, K*(t) is the unit ball of an equivalent dual norm on X* which we
denote | } | t*. Finally, we define a dual norm 4*(t)=& }&t* by
&( f, s)&t*2=|( f, s)t*2+_ f _*2. (9)
Of course, 4(t) is the predual norm of 4*(t). The continuity of
4: M  N(X) is straightforward. Let us check (i) and (ii):
(i) Pick f # NA1 such that %t*( f )=1. Let y # Y be such that
f ( y)=_y_=1. For any f # Y* and s # R, we have
&( f, s)&t*&( f, 0)&t*=- 2 _ f _*.
Hence for all y # Y,
&( y, 0)&t=_y_- 2.
Since %t*( f )=1, we have for all s # [&1, 1],
|( f, s)| t*=1.
Hence for all s # [&1, 1],
( ( f, s), ( y, 0))=1=&( f, s)&t* } &( y, 0)&t
and, thus, the norm & } &t is not Ga^teaux-differentiable at ( y, 0).
(ii) We first consider the case X* separable. Since _ }_* is then LUR,
we can proceed along the exact same lines as is the proof of (ii) in
Theorem 1, to prove that if & }&t* is not LUR, there exists f # NA1 and
s0>0 such that
|( f0 , 0)| t*=1=|( f0 , s0)| t*. (10)
Since t  A, we have %t*( f )<1 for all f # NA1 & K=F*. It follows that
_%t*( f ) f _*<1 for all f # K, since _ f _*<1 for all f # K"F*.
Let + be a probability measure on R*(t) such that ( f0 , s0) is the barycen-
ter of +. The function F((g, s))=_g_* is convex w*-l.s.c on X*; hence,
1=_ f0 _*| _g_* d+(g).
Since _%t*( f ) f _*<1 for all f # K, it follows that + is supported by
BY*_[0]; hence s0=0. This contradiction concludes the proof.
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A simple adaptation of this proof provides the case X separable,
and _ }_* strictly convex. If & }&t* is not strictly convex, there are (see
[6, Proposition II.1.3]) g=( f, s){h=( f1 , s1) in X* such that
2(&g&t*2+&h&t*2)&&g+h&*2t =0. (11)
But (9), (11), and the strict convexity of _ } _* imply that f=f1 and
|( f, s)| t*=|( f, s1)| t* {0.
Since g{h and, thus, s{s1 , we can proceed like in the proof of (6) to find
( f0 , s0) such that (10) is satisfied, and then the end of the proof is identical.
Since any uncountable Polish space M contains an analytic non-Borel
subset A, Theorems 1 and 3 imply
Corollary 5. Let X be a separable infinite-dimensional Banach space.
Then:
(1) The set of all equivalent LUR norms, the set of all equivalent
strictly convex norms, the set of all equivalent Ga^teaux-smooth norms, are
non-Borel subsets of N(X).
(2) If, moreover, X* is separable, the set of all equivalent continuously
differentiable norms is not a Bored subset of N(X).
More generally, these sets cannot be obtained from the Borel subsets of
N(X) through the Souslin operation.
The proof is straightforward, once we observe that LUR norms are
strictly convex, and norms whose dual norm is LUR are C1 (see [6,
Chap. 2]). So, Corollary 5 is the announced analogue to Mazurkiewicz’s
theorem.
Of course, Theorems 1 and 3 imply also the expected ‘‘complete
coanalyticity’’ results for the EffrosBorel structure on N(X), since it is
weaker than the uniform Borel structure.
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